Why Choose Norfolk Blinds? (for your Commercial or Multi Residential
Project)
1.

Premium quality Australian specialist manufacturer of Commercial & Multi-Residential blinds

-

Norfolk Blinds manufacturing facility includes the latest ultrasonic automated cutting tables
and testing equipment

-

Our Quality Management system ensures premium quality and is externally audited to meet or
exceed NBQA-2000 standards

-

Being the manufacturer allows us to access and produce window coverings from an extensive
global product range

-

We offer a 5 year warranty on all manufactured products

-

Our blinds are fully edge sealed and tested using modern technology and equipment

2.

Competitively priced, cost effective and high value blinds.

-

Norfolk Blinds provide highly competitive manufacturer direct pricing, saving on higher prices
other companies need to charge to cover middleman profits

-

We constantly negotiate with suppliers to get better deals, and pass the savings directly to you

-

Our consistent high volume manufacturing allows us to gain cost savings to provide better
quality for competitive prices, giving you superior value

-

3.

Clear communication, personal service and expert advice.

-

Our team of expert consultants have extensive experience in all manner of Commercial and
Multi-residential projects

-

We ensure a seamless transition from your first contact through to project completion, as a
result of our inclusive team communication & collaboration

-

You will receive a dedicated project management team assigned to your project

-

We insist on team accountability, from our management right through to site teams

4.

Products and services are delivered within your project schedule

-

Our commercial collection, enables us the ability to dispatch blinds the same day as the site
measures are received

-

We are able to plan our production schedule to suit your requirements

-

As we are both the manufacturer and installer, we are also flexible to juggle production and
installation timeframes, and can work around other trades to meet urgent deadlines

5.

Experienced and reputable commercial blind & curtain manufacturer and installer you can
rely on.

-

Norfolk Blinds has successfully completed over 1150 commercial and multi residential blind
projects over the last 4 years

-

We have a very high DIFOT rate of 94%, with projects consistently Delivered In Full, On Time and
defect free

-

Independent research conducted in 2016 with our Commercial & Multi Residential Builders
clients identified an amazing 100% client referral rate

